Commander X + Pack: The Ultimate Multi-Day Backcountry Meat Hauler

Every hunter, no matter the situation, depends on the quality of his or her gear to perform under pressure. Whether that means having the confidence that your rifle is accurate when it’s time to take the shot, or that your pack will comfortably and consistently carry the load after a successful harvest, it’s important that every piece of a hunter’s arsenal performs. When you’re miles into the backcountry where the quality of your gear can very easily be the difference between success and trouble, the last thing you need is gear you can’t trust. This season, hunt the backcountry with confidence with the Commander X + Pack from ALPS OutdoorZ.

The Commander X + Pack is the complete system for the multi-day backcountry hunter. The combination of an internal frame meat hauling pack with a detachable, 4000 cu. in. pack bag offers the ability to pack in gear to a spike camp and haul meat out when the task is completed. The Commander X frame has a lashing system that incorporates a compressed wing structure and a lower shelf to secure loads to the frame. The pack bag can then be reattached with a series of compression straps over the load. When the meat-hauling frame is not needed the pack bag attaches to the frame with zippers for a secure fit and a comfortable carry. The frame is constructed using dual aluminum stays and a channeled high-density polyethylene frame for added rigidity and smooth, motion free carry.

Like every pack in the Extreme line the Commander X + Pack is built using heavy duty 1680D Nylon Ballistic and Robic Nylon fabrics for unmatched strength and durability. The side spotting scope pocket is fleece lined to ensure your optics won’t be damaged in even the most unforgiving terrain. The pack features a drop down weapon pocket, perfect for hands free carrying of your firearm or bow. The top loading pack bag features a spin drift collar, and the top pocket even converts into a fanny pack if needed. The internal horizontal divider will make organizing and finding your gear a breeze, and the additional side pockets keep your important items quickly accessible. A hydration pocket and port are included in the design, as is a rain cover for when the weather is less than favorable.

The Commander X + Pack is practical, durable, and will quickly become your go to backcountry pack. It’s been used and abused by hunters in regions all across the US to ensure that it will stand up to any challenge you throw at it. To learn more about the Commander X + Pack please visit http://www.alpsoutdoorz.com/products/extreme/commander-x-pack.

About ALPS OutdoorZ
ALPS OutdoorZ is part of ALPS Brands, which started with ALPS Mountaineering in 1993, with the mission of providing quality, high performance, and affordable gear for backpackers and campers. ALPS Mountaineering designs and markets tents, sleeping bags, air pads, packs, camp furniture, and other outdoor accessories. ALPS OutdoorZ was started in 2007 when the company extended their knowledge gained from designing quality backpacking and camping gear to market and design camouflaged gear for hunters, such as packs, blind chairs and camp furniture, sleeping bags, and gun cases. ALPS OutdoorZ items are sold and distributed in the best camping, backpacking, and outdoor dealers throughout the entire US and Canada. For more information, please visit www.alpsoutdoorz.com.